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We must eradicate from the soul all fear
and terror of what comes toward
us out of the future.

The gesture of our Association since our Spring Newsletter has been outward—
reaching out to colleagues in other countries as well as branching out
to other adjacent professional therapies.

We must acquire serenity in all feelings
and sensations about the future.

Contributions in this Newsletter somehow reflect this gesture with reports
from a few of our members who attended the WorldWide Biography
Conference at the Goetheanum (http://biography-work.org/gb/aktuell.htm).
We are extremely grateful to their efforts in preparing our informative
exhibitors table rich with printed displays and information about
our activities and aims. Our combined efforts clearly made a good impression
with over thirty enquiries from Biographical Counsellors, Coaches, Biography
Workers and Trainers from many countries who wanted to connect and find
out more about the PABC. The question as to how we cooperate with
colleagues worldwide are now more poignant than ever and bring with them
further questions as to how to create an opening for new possibilities and the
inevitable growth that accompanies further levels of activity and responsibility.

We must look forward with absolute
equanimity to all that may come, and
we must think only that whatever comes
is given to us by a world direction
full of wisdom.
This is what we have to learn in our times.
To live out of pure trust in the ever
present help of the spiritual world.
Surely nothing else will do,
if our courage is not to fail us.
Let us properly discipline our will,
and let us seek the inner awakening
every morning and every evening.
Rudolf Steiner
I N
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Upon reflection through our Newsletter, this outward gesture is further
accompanied by a branching out from the firm stand of Biographical
Counselling and includes both Biography Workers and Psychotherapists, not
just in the UK, but from all over the world. In our Spring Newsletter members
reflected upon their graduation from the Anthroposophical Psychotherapy
training—currently gathering a second ‘cohort’ for a 2018 start! Mercury, a
relatively new association, is now the UK’s Association for Anthroposophical
Counselling and Psychotherapy with several of our PABC members committing
to an integral part of its structure and growth. Furthermore, we hope to hold
a combined PABC/Mercury conference in 2018 to work together on the
questions as to how we work with human soul distress in our modern times.
Our PABC members work in different settings to include, private,
anthroposophical and NHS medical centres, crisis and social centres, schools,
charities, and Camphill communities. A wide outreach with many of our
members achieving individual accreditation with the BACP. One of our
members has shared her journey in applying for BACP accreditation which
we feel maybe helpful to others interested in pursuing professional accreditation.
One of the necessary steps discussed at this years AGM was creating a new
website that held and responded to the changing responsibilities of our
Association. We’re pleased to announce that the new PABC website address
is www.biographicalcounsellors.com. From the outside it looks the same as
our old one, but on the inside we are working on creating a new design,
content and back-end infrastructure. Please let us know if you would like
to assist the PABC and/or email us with any suggestions that you may have.
We welcome your ideas and feedback.
We hope you will enjoy our autumn gathering of news from far and near
and look forward to your continued contributions for our next Newsletter.

O t he r
• BACP Accreditation by Marjan Sikkel
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• 2018 PABC CPD Workshops
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• Diary of Events page
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With warm harvest wishes
PABC Newsletter Team
p ab c@ ma il.com
ww w.b io g r ap hic a lc o unse l lo r s.c o m
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We are pleased to be able to use our Newsletter platform as a space in which to share all our collective contributions.
In this instance, and with gratitude to Ela Kuresevic, we have taken the liberty of sharing her notes and feedback
from the Worldwide Biography Conference which was held in June at the Goetheanum (Dornach).
The gathering was the ninth WorldWide Biography event and attracted over 120 participants from twenty three
countries. Each country was invited to share their countries efforts and impulses out of Biography—be that
Biographical Counselling, Biography work, or both (in some instances this is not clear).
The following is an edited compilation of Ela’s notes taken from the International Presentations Forum.
Please be aware that this is by no means an inclusive harvest of the global ‘status’ of Biography work, but rather
that it is a beginners step in gathering a fuller, more comprehensive global take on the international community
of our collective work. Not all countries presented nor were were present. We welcome feedback, corrections, updates
and any other contributions that you may have in order for us to prepare and share a more accurate international
representation. (Edited and by Johanna Dean).
The theme of this years Biography Conference was —
Witness, Trust, Peace, Crafting International Community.
Four PABC members—Riitta, Gillian, Michaela and Ela—
attended the event, represented our table exhibition, and
held an open meeting with a view to invite the larger group
to learn more about the UK’s efforts in keeping Biographical
Counselling and Biography work alive. One of Ela’s objectives
in attending the symposium was to explore how Biography
work was organised in other countries; which countries had
certified trainings, how were their trainings organised, were
there Biographical National Associations and what was their
status with professional membership.
Below is an overview of her findings (by no means accurate)
presented in alphabetical order).
Australia have held two events to date (2014 & 2016) with their
main trainer Karl-Heinz Finke. Karl-Heinz runs a three year
Training consisting of nine modules each of which contains
a distant learning unit, a residential weekend workshop and
a residential training component.
http://sydneyrudolfsteinercollege.com.au/adult-educationbiography. There is also an on-line training available.
Brazil: Biography Work began with Gudrun Burkhard over 50
years ago with their first training commencing six years later
in Sao Paolo. To date there are three different schools with
approximately 500 trained graduates. Their training spans over
four years with one week modules per quarter, a few long weekends and a weeks trip to Europe (to include a visit to Dornach).
www.formacaobiografica.com.br
www.biographie-arbeit.org/download/brasilien/minas-gerais.pdf
www.biographie-arbeit.org/download/brasilien/florianopolis.pdf
Canada has a Biographical Centre in Toronto and a training in
Biography work—’Life as Art-Biography’ which is a core
component to a diploma programme offered by the Ascura
School for Living Art.
China: There is a lot of work out of China, but we do not have
sufficient enough information to share with you at this time.
Finland: Biography work in Finland began in the 80’s out of
an impulse from both Sweden and the UK. They currently have
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a two year training course with international visiting tutors.
France started Biography work nine years ago.
www.art-du-je.fr
Germany established a Biographical Association eleven years
ago and currently has 75 members. They hold two annual
conferences and an AGM per year. Walter Seyffer, who
represented Germany, shared the following: “In Germany you
can be a Biography Worker or a Counsellor—no-body minds
how you call yourself. We carefully studied our countries
regulatory compliance around therapeutic work and chose not
to merge with a Medicine, Psychotherapy/Psychology or
a Counselling profession as we would be subject to too many
rules, regulations and compliant legal restrictions. We now
have a tax number and that is all that is required. Between
2009-2015 we worked in correcting a definition of what
Biography work is and have put this on our website in order
to comply with regulations. The International Trainers Forum
http://internationaltrainersforum.com) is our international
(h
platform. There are eighty members who meet once a year.
Our other International Forum for Professional Biography Work
can be found at http://www.biographie-arbeit.org.” Ela goes
on to share that she found Walter Seyffer’s words informative
for the future of the PABC: “They have found a ‘formula’ which
helps them, not only navigate and co-exist within their
countries legal system, but also offers them a space to
practice their work in freedom.” www.christophori.com
Hungary began biography work sixteen years ago and invite
speakers from abroad with their last Biographical event
attracting over 100 participants. Hungary currently has a two
year training where they meet four times a year for a three day
workshop with tutors from the Netherlands.
Israel has experienced some challenging times, but holds
a four year training consisting of three intensive years followed
by a fourth year which consists of a meeting every two weeks
for supervision. The training is followed by further research,
and supervision for an additional three years. Around sixty
people practice counselling and all of them are encouraged
to meet three times a year to explore different subjects.
www.ornabendor.co.il

Italy’s training in Biography Work runs in Verona and Milan
http://www.lavorodibiografia.it

With thanks to Riitta Jutila, Michaela Alton, Gillian Richards
and Ela Kuresevic for setting up, representing our PABC
exhibitors table and for holding an open meeting inviting the
wider group to learn more about our efforts within the UK.

Japan began Biography work seventeen years ago and, one
year later, Fumiko started their training. To date there are
between 8 and 11 rounds of study in four different counties in
Japan. One Japanese participant shared: “Our group consists
of eight people. We have four-day-sessions three times a year
as well as three regional sessions (a total of 15 days per year).
I offer personal biography work comprising of twelve sessions
to my clients and have held four group sessions at my company
for an assignment to become a certified Biography Worker.”
Japans Association for the work—Biography Workers
Jupiter—has forty eight members from Japan alone with
other members from other regions.
www.biographywork.jp
Since 2016 the Netherlands has a four year training which
consists of one course per year. Students receive a
certificate as a Biographical Coach which is acknowledged
by the International Trainers Forum (a professional coordination
group working within the General Anthroposophical Section
of the School of Spiritual Science at the Goetheanum).
http://www.biografieberoep.nl
The Association for Biography Work (PDO) in Holland is a
platform for people who exercise or use Biography within their
profession. PDO professionally supports, recognises the work.
and offers their teachers an opportunity to upgrade their skills
through collaboration, training, and peer supervision.
www.biografiek.nl and www.christophori.com

Ela concludes that she was somewhat surprised at the
small amount of effort that each country put forward in
presenting themselves. She shared that our table was
the most comprehensive in terms of its presentation
with printed materials and was pleased that herself,
Riitta, Michaela and Gill were able to invite the wider
group to learn more about the PABC.
It’s important to recognise that Great Britain is the only
country that offered a fully certified BACP accredited
diploma training which, at the time of our training,
positioned Biographical Counselling within the broader
mainstream profession.

W e w el co m e f ee d b a ck , co r r ec ti o n s , u p d a t es an d a n y
o t h e r co n t r i b u t i o n s t h a t y ou m a y h a ve i n o r d er f o r u s
to p r e p a r e a n d s h ar e a m o r e a cc u r a te i n te r n a ti o n a l
r e p r e s e n ta t i on . P l e a s e e m ai l f ee d b a c k to p ab c@ m ai l . co m

Norway’s first impulse came in the 80’s from a priest in the
Christian community. Norway’s tutors have been Visser Rinke
(Netherlands) and Christopher Bee, who, in the past has
offered a two year training (www.christophori.com).
Romania: There is a lot of work out of Romania, but we do not
have sufficient enough information to share with you at this time.
Russia shared their difficult times, however, feel they are
experiencing new impulses arising throughout their country
with a serge of people truly seeking meaning in their lives.
Currently there is a two year training where students meet
three/four times a year for one week led by Margli Matthews
and other Russian teachers who have been trained in the UK.
www.biographicalcounselling.ru
Training started in Spain in 1993 with Gudrun Burkhard and
Anita Charton and an Association was established in 2000
comprising, to date, of fifty members split into two groups—
over and under fifty year olds. Their training runs over three
years and is for one week every month with Karin Armbruster.
www.biographie-arbeit.org
Switzerland established an Association in 2005 with a small
group who meet three times a year.
www.biographie-arbeit.ch
www.christophori.com
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United States of America started a training twenty years ago
on the East Coast and a centre was established seven years
—Center for Biography and Social Art which can be found
ago—
at www.biographysocialart.org. They also have
http://www.sophiainstitute.us as well as an on-line
Biography work study group.
On the final day a group plenum was held where participants
were invited to share their views of the conference.
The question was: Why are we all here at this conference?
One course participant shared: “We need to have a clear idea
as to why are we doing this work and for whom we are doing
our work for? Is our work for our clients, for ourselves or, is
it to develop the profession further?”
This is an interesting question.

Ela Kuresevic’s summary of the International Presentations
(as summarised above) was that Biography Work, as a
profession, was organized in each country differently in
accordance to their national legal regulations. “I wasn’t
completely sure as to how many countries had established
diploma trainings and/or Associations for Biographical
professionals, whether/not their trainings were certified and
how many practicing professionals there were in each country.
I feel I am left with a vague sense for our collective global
community and hope one day that someone can gather more
international information together and make it available. There
isn’t a global standard for a Biography Work training and the
process for certification varies from country to country. It was
not clear to me whether there is, in fact, one global authority
that recognizes all diploma trainings. Perhaps an International
Trainers Forum or an International Forum for Professional
Biography Work? I learned a lot about our collective Biography
work as a community and feel I have a clearer picture as to
how the PABC can improve its role in supporting Biography
work, not just in the UK, but also in the world. There is much
to be learned from countries like Holland, the USA, Israel,
Brazil and Germany and there is a lot to learn by comparing
the variety of models of diploma trainings that are offered.”

T h an k y ou E l a f or y o u r y o u r th o r o u g h r ep or t an d f o r
p r o v i d i n g i n s i gh t i n to th e g l o b a l co m m u n i ty o f B i og r a p h i c a l
W o r k . T h an k yo u al s o t o E l a , G i l l , R i i t t a a n d Mi ch a e l a
f o r r e p r e s e n t i n g t h e PA B C .
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T he Wo rldwide Biograph y Con feren ce at the Goethean um .
B y Gil l Richards.
Last Autumn (2016), Biographical Counsellors and Biography
Workers worldwide received an invitation to co-create
a Worldwide Biography Conference. No keynote speakers
or master classes this time, but opportunities for everyone
to share perspectives; offer activities; explore themes;
be alert to each other and be open to what might happen…
Within the context of Freedom, Equality and Humanity the
organisers’ vision included facilitation of 12 ‘Exploring Social
Threefolding’ groups and 12 Research Working Groups.
Michaela Alton and I, with two colleagues from the
Netherlands, Paula Boon and Monique Samwel, offered to
co-facilitate a group entitled ‘Crisis-Hope-Love:
Strengthening immunity in a dangerous world’.
In our preparation, we were deeply inspired by Rudolf
Steiner’s ‘Faith-Love-Hope’ Lectures 1 and 2
(December 2, 1911, Nuremburg; December 3, 1911
Nuremburg); the work of Viktor Frankl and Vaclav Havel.
Over three days, our group explored: our personal and
professional relationship to the theme; how love can
enable transformation in a crisis situation; what enables
a person to have hope; what hope can facilitate—and
much, much more as group members shared deep
experiences of trauma and transformation in a safe,
holding space.
“For what then matters is to bear witness to the uniquely
human potential at is best; which is to transform a
personal tragedy into a triumph, to turn one’s predicament
into a human achievement”. (Viktor E. Frankl)
Ela Kuresevic, Riitta Jutila, Michaela Alton and I represented
the PABC throughout the Conference with our PABC stall;
conversations with colleagues and facilitation of a
meeting about the work of the PABC. This also provided
an opportunity for us to learn more about professional
associations in other countries and the social, cultural,
political and legislative contexts within which our colleagues
are working. There were requests from 27 people,
not previously on the PABC mailing list, to receive information
about activities, initiatives and membership.

L O N G E V I T Y

,

D E AT H

A N D

R E S U R R E C T I O N

W ork ing wi th Long evity, Death an d Res ur recti on.
By Riitta Jutila
During the WorldWide Biography Conference I was invited
to co-facilitate a group on themes of Longevity, Death and
Resurrection together with colleagues Rinke Visser
(Netherlands) and Jaana Tuovinen (Finland). We had several
preparatory skype meetings to offer a new way of facilitation
where all of us are ‘active givers’, allowing all participants
to ‘take charge’ as Gudrun Burkhard’s book invites us to do.
I see this as a valid way and attitude in our client work,
bringing ownership and autonomy in one's own biography.
It was a great honour to meet Rinke and Jaana during this
process. We worked on the gesture of ‘letting go’ while in
parallel doing inner work on compassion and abilities to hold
the space. What a wonderful and healthy dynamic.

H O W

I began researching dementia and related questions from a
biographical point of view during my training for the Diploma
in Biographical Counselling 2006-9. My final research paper
was on dementia and my placements gave me initial
experience, stimulating my further steps with this theme.
I was glad I could bring my experience of work with clients
with dementia to this group. I felt privileged to be part of a
research community, and to return to some of the deeper
questions, together.
I look forward to further meetings with Rinke and Jaana
and our adventure together towards older age, new
biographical questions and realities.

U K

WA S

2 0 1 7

P R E S E N T E D

Ela presented the UK at the international Forum as part
of the Global Community of Biography work and
managed to cover the following:

•

The PABC is the only Association of Biographical
Counsellors in the UK.

•

UK’s training in Biographical Counselling started in
the early 90’s and a Diploma Course in Biographical
Counselling started eight years ago.
Our Professional Association of Biographical
Counsellors (PABC) was established around the
same time with a view to support our professional
graduates.

•

•

Our membership now includes not only the UK, but
Europe, America and Russia with a total of thirty
members working in Private, Anthroposophical
and NHS Practices, Mental Health Hospitals, Hospice,
Charitable Associations such as people suffering with
brain/head injuries, Chronic Illness, Adolescence,
Adult Education and Camphill Communities.

•

The PABC aims to offer its members:
—CPD trainings and workshops
—Supervision Groups
—Print Publications, a regular newsletter and a
willingness to circulate relevant papers and books.

•

We aim to develop Facebook and media presence.

•

Exploring collaboration with the wider
Antrophosophical community and the world

•

Listing profiles on the website

We looked at questions of human development after 63,
and how to work with it biographically. Isn’t that the point
when one can truly start to approach those deeper places
and wounds? Revisiting one’s place and circumstances of
birth, which perhaps is the open place of potential.
Participants and facilitators of the group decided to continue
research of this theme. We will explore important turning
points and places of wonder.. and also illnesses as they may
come with age, like dementia. What is the attitude towards it,
and how to make sense of it?

T H E

A U T U M N

B E C O M I N G

A

M E M B E R

Our mission is to bring Biographical Counselling out into the
world by supporting the work, research and professional development of our profession. Below are a few of our aims and
initiatives. For further information or to become a member
please contact the PABC on pabc@mail.com

• Our peer supervision groups are active. Please contact us
if you would like to join a group or are wishing to start one.
• We are continuing to explore ways in which to open and
support our profession, making it more visible in the world.
• We have a Facebook page for our group PABC.
If you are interested please message its admin Julia
Dvinskaya on the Facebook page
• We are broadening out into the spirit of collaboration
with other Psychotherapeutic initiatives and trainings.
Your membership to the PABC is a great support to the
essential work of continuing to expand our work—together.
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Event and Workshop Reviews
T H E E S S E N C E O F T H E H U M A N B E I N G F O R A L L H E A LT H P RO F E S S I O N A L S BY G I L L R I C H A R D S

A U K S p r i ng C on f e re nc e o f t h e M ed i ca l Se ct i o n o f t h e
S ch oo l of S p i ri t ua l Sc ie nc e, G l as s h ou s e C o ll eg e,
S tou r b r id g e, W es t M i d la nd s ( 12 th— 1 4th M ay 20 17 )
There is a will and enthusiasm to hold anthroposophically
inspired medical conferences annually in the UK again, with
a developing consciousness of what the world is asking of us
now. The UK Spring Medical Conference attracted forty-five
anthroposophic and mainstream practitioners and included
Doctors; Nurses; Rhythmic Massage, Art, Eurythmy, Spatial
Dynamic, Speech and Music Therapists; Physiotherapists;
Biographical and other Counsellors/Psychotherapists; Oasis
and other Group Facilitators; Education Consultants; Social
Workers; Pharmacists and others working in related fields.
Against a backdrop of Rudolf Steiner’s Bridge Lectures
(Dornach, Switzerland, 17-19 December, 1920), the
conference focused on the practicalities, including the

challenges and joys, of working out of anthropsophy in
mainstream and anthroposophical contexts.
As part of this impulse, organisations were invited to give
presentations. We learnt about recent developments within:
PAFAM (Patients and Friends of Anthropsophic Medicine);
Weleda; St. Luke’s Therapy Centre in Stroud; Elysia Health
and the Elysia Therapeutic Centre in Stourbride; CAIROS
Rehabilitation Trust in Greenwich; the Helios Centre in Bristol;
the Raphael Centre in Tonbridge; the Blackthorn Trust in
Maidstone and the Aberdeen Camphill Medical Practice.
Many other organisations and individuals were also represented
through displays and in dialogue. I found it inspiring and encouraging to hear about so many projects and ways of working in
the UK within one conference. I wondered whether we might be
able to have a larger PABC presence next year if more of our
members might be able to attend? Just an idea at the moment.

A N T H RO P O S O P H I C A L S U M M E R C O N F E R E N C E — W O R K S H O P BY J A N E C H A S E

I found the Anthroposophical Summer Conference this year
a wonderful place to connect with people, ideas, and new
thoughts. It was an opportunity to feel a re-imagining of my
work embedded in spiritual science. I was very pleased to
have been invited to bring biography work exercises to the
small group work sessions and had sixteen participants in
my group over three afternoons.

spoke about how the intentions of the spiritual world are made
visible in our biographies. What did we imagine were put into
our ‘backpacks’ in order to live this life? And what did we wish
we’d had in our backpacks that we didn’t actually have? She
spoke about the central importance of others on our development.
After Signe’s talk, a friend of mine told me that after having
listened to her talk, he finally got what biography work was
about, and how he felt everyone needed to be engaged with it.

The work I brought fell very well into the conference theme—
Navigating Chaos, as many of the issues that were raised
by the main speakers are central to the work of counselling
and biography development. Christopher Schaefer asked
questions to the larger group such as: ‘What are the questions
your biography has given rise to?’ and, ‘How does this link
to what really matters to you in your development?’ There was
dialogue and exercises about what it is like to be listened to,
and also to notice what happens when you listen to others.
Signe Schaefer made a contribution to the conference and

In my three sessions I invited each participant to engage in
spontaneously drawing through their life chart, followed by
doing a relationship map using stones, and on the last day
working in groups of thee with sharing a question and working
with the meditative night sense. This had been the exercise
that Margli brought to our weekend gathering earlier this year
as a tool for use in group work. It was a very powerful exercise
and several people expressed how it brought insights to their
respective life situations.

In my three sessions
I invited each
participant to engage
in spontaneously
drawing through
their life chart,
followed by doing
a relationship map
using stones.
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M E RC U RY

(UKAACP)

CONFERENCE SEPTEMBER

2 017

BY J U L I A D V I N S K AY A

In September I attended an AGM and a Conference held by
Mercury (UK Association for Anthroposophic Counselling and
Psychotherapy) where we worked with questions of karma,
dependency and independency in therapeutic relationships.
Marah Evans gave an introductory talk deepening the ground
for further discussions and contemplations. The following
day we had two case presentations with time to discuss and
reflect, and, on the whole, I can say meant that the conference
gave me one of most meaningful professional development
steps this year.
The theme of this conference was taken up after questions
arose at the previous conference last Autumn, and I greatly
valued this gesture of continuity. At a previous meeting one
of the case presentations was delivered by a Psychophonetics
Practitioner who raised questions about what it really means
‘to leave the client entirely free’ and, ‘not to have any karma
with a client.’ ‘Is it possible?’ ‘Is it something to be aimed
at in a therapy room?’ ‘How to really understand the truth and
complexity of karmic relationships, dependency and
independency occurring within therapeutic relationships?’
In my work and professional development these questions
certainly are a backbone of my own reflective process,
preparation and I take them up in supervision.
So, at this conference, I was glad to be asked to present a
case study. Unhelpful relationship dependencies in my client’s
present life, echoing early ‘self-bonding’ and attachment
difficulties, reluctance to lose/let go of anything, hierarchical
view of all relationships afforded me an opportunity to present
these aspects in my therapeutic relationship and deepen my
understanding of what’s needed.
Later that afternoon our colleague Riitta Jutila presented work
with one of her clients, a refugee and a victim of torture. For
me, it added depth to the content of our conference as I was
struck by witnessing the huge scale of the picture of us as
therapists holding responsibility for karmic development; our
own and our clients.
One of the best things about the way the conference was
structured, in my opinion, was that there was enough time and
space for conversation after each presentation. It was not a
group supervision but a conversation stimulated by what had
been brought by the case presentation
Both Riitta and I are Biographical Counsellors (last year Riitta
also completed the Anthroposophic Psychotherapy training), and
it was great to see that the tools of Biographical Counselling (for
example, using biography chart work or working with images)
are seen by other colleagues as both invaluable and powerful.
If you would li ke to kno w mor e ab out M ercury, pl ease contact
their new secretary Riitta Jutila on Counselor@riittajutila.com

Participants (minus
Tessabella
Lovemore) of the
2017 Mercury
Conference

PROGRESS

IN

RUSSIA

AND

THE

USA

Russia: The Diploma Course in Biographical Counselling
is going well. Zinaida Syroviatkina and her team, continue
to reach out to colleagues in the broader professional
therapeutic communities. Zinaida recently held two well
received presentations at the Professional Psychological
League conference where she addressed professionals
from many different therapeutic modalities within sections
of Spiritually oriented modalities and Oncopsychology.
Biographical counsellors in Russia are actively developing
our profession, and have recently started an additional training
for Supervisors as well as an active FaceBook generate further
awareness, growth and support. Their latest aim is to create
a youtube channel dedicated to Biographical Counselling.
What a bold idea!
America: This Autumn The Center for Biography and Social
Art offered a three session webinar entitled, The Art of Human
Becoming, through zoom.us video/web conferencing. The
webinar generated an enormous interest with over one
hundred participants who registered to join and receive
recordings of each meeting.
Sessions consisted of short talks and biography exercises
run by Patricia Rubano, Kathleen Bowen, Leah Walker and
others. “It was quite an amazing feeling to be connected that
way across the globe with so many people interested in this
work. I wonder if the PABC can also explore the possibilities
offered by webinars?” Julia Dvinskaya
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Jane Chase: “The day workshop was held together by two main artistic
exercises: A spontaneous life map and a clay work exercise which
encouraged our participants to explore a difficult relationship. We did
these alongside two writing exercises around the theme of resilience.
They were full and very rich days—one participant reflected: “The exercises
have brought awareness and the day has relaxed me. I’ve moved out
of my emotions and thoughts of everyday life that are so consuming
and the day has given me a chance to step back.”
We also read several poems, one of which was:
Grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change;
courage to change the things I can;
and wisdom to know the difference.
Both workshops attracted a good amount of interest. From the
success of the first one, we have also been asked to run a deepening
of the work which we will be running in February 2018.”
Photographs taken at Jane and Pauline’s
workshop in October.

OF

VIRTUES

,

VICES

AND

“To begin with I must be
absolutely honest with you and
admit that I went through an
inner creative crisis with my
research. I never knew that a
creative crisis could be so
profound. My biggest problem
being my way of entry—‘How
should I begin?’ I had grand
ideas, read many Steiner
lectures and many other sources
of information and yet I knew
that I could not write because it
was not fully mine, that I could
not put it out into the world and
stand firmly behind it since it on
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Please contact Pauline at pamarksteiner@googlemail.com

TEMPTATIONS

Bara Filipkova—
An update on her
research titled:
Of Virtues, Vices
and Temptations.

—AN

UPDATE

FROM

such a shaky foundation. At
times I thought that I must be
completely mad to want to
write and publish something
about opposing forces and
found myself thinking—
“Who do I think I am?”
When I eventually calmed down
I began to search for a level out
of which I could write; my level
of soul maturity. From my
difficult process I put the theme
to practical use—the fight of
opposing powers—which
reared its head on an immense
level within me. I needed to find

BARA

F I L I P KO VA

a level at which I did not ‘shoot’ above |or
below myself.
The good news is that I have found it and
am writing and working again. The working
title is: Of Virtues, Vices and Temptations.
The other good news is, as a by-product
of this process, I have for the first time
in my life began to meditate and do soul
exercises daily. Without both I would never
have been able to find my stand in this
complex, complicated and difficult theme.
I am so grateful for all of your support;
Lisa has been a kind and encouraging
guardian to my process.
Soon, very soon, it will be ready!

2 0 1 7

Reflections

L E
I E
F PE E NP I H
A SREE SS I LI INE N ICNE D
R YJ AJ ANN ES CI H
K AKS EE LA N D P A U L I N E M A R K S T E I N E R
D
NG
—IWAO RBKYS H M
O PA B

Jane and Pauline have run two ‘Resilient Living’ workshops in Stroud
focussing on: “Exploring Inner and Outer Paths to Nourishment
and Encouragement.” Both workshops are aimed at encouraging
participants to be more in touch with the present and attentive to what
arises within them. Participants are also encouraged to explore their
themes of self care, their understanding of the differences between
emotions and feelings, their relationship patterns—what hinders and
what helps their relationships and what new potentials are there in
finding other ways to connect with themselves and with others in
a more meaningful way.

A U T U M N

REFLECTIONS

Early in September my husband and I decided
to go to Greece. My first trip to Greece and the
realisation of a childhood dream come true.
A dream rich with memorys of Heracles and
inhabited by the imagery of greek mythology.
We decided to stay in the Peloponnese, the peninsula
between the Ionian Sea and the Aegean Sea
which forms the southern part of the mainland of
Greece. A part of Greece rich and full with the
ancient sites of my imagination. At first I wanted
to see everything and go everywhere. My
overwhelming feelings of belonging to the ancient
culture of that sunny place leaving me disoriented
with longing. I did not go everywhere in the
Peloponnese as I did not have the time and felt too,
that I could not honour that experience by rushing it.
I visited Athens for three days and spent another
four days in the second ‘leg’ of the peninsula,
visiting Mycenae, Nemea, Epidaurus, and ancient
Corinth. It was in Epidaurus that I met my present,
buried deep in the ruins of an ancient important
healing centre, considered the cradle of medicinal
REFLECTIONS

AND

LOOKING

I am in the Genal Valley in Spain, feeling
very happy to be here. The autumn sun
and warm breeze suits me, I feel healthy
and present, so it's a good opportunity
to look backwards and forwards.

ON

A

TRIP

TO

EPIDAURUS

BY LU C I L A

arts. This place was dedicated to Asclepius the
God of medicine and healing. What impressed me
was the wholistic nature of healing in ancient
Greece where all our lower senses were
considered—Movement, Sense of life, Balance
and Touch. They had a gymnasium for exercise,
a restaurant offering different diets according to
individual healing needs, baths and water treatments
to purify the body, and sleep—which, at the time,
was induced by a priest. During sleep the God
Asclepius would come to the patient, touch him
and heal him. Finally they had a theatre, still there
and astonishingly preserved (almost intact). The
Theatre would provide the healing through catharsis,
and the healing sound of poetry (speech).
I spent a long time sitting at the theatre and
experiencing the powers of that ancient sacred
place of healing and thanking Asclepius for having
led me there and also here, where healing and
salutogenesis is always present in my daily work.

TOWA R D S

THE

FUTURE

BY

water; and now we are in the process of
developing the solar and irrigation system.
The land is a mixture of mature mixed
forest, orchard trees and garden.

In a previous PABC newsletter I wrote
about the Child and Adolescent
Psychotherapy training I began after the
Diploma Course in Biographical
Counselling. I have now completed the
practice hours and teaching component
and have taken a year's sabbatical from
my work as a Kindergarten Teacher. To
me, this is the perfect place—remote,
off-grid, sunshine (most of the year),
a spring of pure water that irrigates the
land and flows from deep in the mountain.

I am very grateful for the time to reflect. To
allow my soul to catch up. When I think
back on my psychotherapy training I find
myself having to admit it was disappointing.
It lacked the depth and integrity of the
Biographical Counselling training. My
reasons for doing it were double-edged:
I felt I wanted more technical skill and a more
specific qualification to work with those
under eighteen. I do feel more confident as
a therapist now, but there was little heart, or
soul, in the training content—although my
fellow students were fantastic people.

This valley is seen as the seventh most biodiverse place on the planet. At the moment
it is prolific with figs, avocados, pomegranates,
hazelnuts and grapes. The steep mountains
were initially terraced by the Arabs, so they
did the hardest work. The small farmhouse
snuggles into the hillside and the previous
occupants built an alberca, to store the

Here is a place to recover—to study and
to dream. I find myself asking: “What areas
am I really interested in developing and
researching?” One theme which keeps
recurring is; “What is the relationship
between early trauma and inherited transgenerational trauma and later manifestations like psychosis and depression?”

RO S E M A RY

MACHADO

It was in Epidaurus that
I met my present, buried
deep in the ruins of an
ancient important healing
centre, considered the
cradle of medicinal arts.

H AW K S F O R D

Also, “How can we work alongside young
people to encourage them to care for
themselves and for the earth?”
My work earlier in life as a willow basket
maker echoes now how I feel continuing
to weave between disciplines and between
the visible and invisible worlds. I feel this land
is asking for a link between the therapeutic
world and the biodynamic world to grow.
I will be ready to welcome visitors from
next Easter and would be happy to host
a little gathering, if people feel drawn to
meet together here to explore ideas...
It maybe that I return to England next
September to complete my Child and
Adolescent Psychotherapy training, but that
depends partly on whether a core group
of people have gathered here by then to
take this project forward. At the moment
I feel happy to leave the future open and
to have the luxury of being able to focus
on being in the present and sensing what
is coming to meet me from the future.
With very best wishes to you all.
Rosemary rosemaryhawksford@gmail.com
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My Adventure for Accreditation
T H E

P R O C E S S E S

O F

B A C P

A C C R E D I T A T I O N

Two years after completion of the Diploma course in
Biographical Counselling and a total of 450 practice hours
since the beginning of my counselling career, I was allowed to
become an accredited counsellor. This immediately begs the
question: Why on earth would I wish to become an accredited
counsellor? Living as I do, in a Camphill community and coming
towards the end of my working life, I had no intention, whatsoever, of starting a private counselling practice. It is a lot of work
and costs a lot of money. On top of this I needed 1.5hrs
of supervision per month and I was not sure if I could fulfill
that criteria with my very modest counselling activities.
However I had several reasons to go for it:

• Because I could!
• Because I liked a challenge. Could I complete a
mainstream counselling exam out in the ‘real’ world?

• I also imagined it would add to the public recognition of

B Y

M A R J A N

S I K K E L

reply. I passed nineteen out of the twenty one elements of the
application. Two were ‘deferred’ which I could resubmit within
six months. They shared that I had not demonstrated my
understanding of difference and had not shown how issues
of difference and equality impact upon the therapeutic
relationship in theory and in relation to the client I wrote about.
I must say, I have puzzled quite a bit on what this meant and
what I was supposed to write. Fortunately, they offer thirty
minute ‘tele-surgery’ sessions which was extremely helpful.
The best part of the resubmission was that I got another
1400 and 3000 words for rewriting these two sub criteria
alone, without having to change anything in my original
application. An enormous bonus, because I had struggled
to stay within the word count. I have resubmitted my
application, paid another fee, and now I have to wait
another five months before I get a reply!

the Biographical Counselling profession, which I think is
important.
I downloaded the application pack and was overwhelmed by
the quantity of information they required. I contacted Julia
Dvinskaya for support and advice. She helped me understand
some of the questions and criteria. I decided to just go
through it step by step—there was no hurry.
There are different parts to the application which I have
summarised below (please look on-line if you want to know
the full instructions).

• General information
• Writing about the work you did with all your clients in
a recent month

• Completing four essays on: Continuing Professional
Development (900 words to include all CPD trainings
completed and what you learned from it), Self Awareness
(900 words to include an event that increased your selfawareness and how you would use this in your practice),
Knowledge and Understanding (1400 words—a deepening
of the theory that informs your practice) and Practice with
the use of supervision (3000 words to include a case
study and how this relates to the theory described above).

• Your supervision arrangement(s) and statement(s) from
your supervisor(s).

• A statement from a ‘Proposer’ saying you are a responsible
person of good standing within the profession, who will
maintain a professional standard of integrity in dealing with
both clients and colleagues.
After I worked my way through the above and found people
who were willing to write statements for me I submitted my
application. I then had to wait for five months before I got a
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At BACP we believe that counselling changes lives.
We’re committed to developing the highest standards
of proficient and ethical practice within our professions.
And we’re passionate about advocating the role,
relevance and value of counselling to the
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PABC CPD Workshops for 2018
U N D E R S T A N D I N G

O U R

C O M M U N A L

Un d e r s t a nd i n g O ur C o m m un a l Re s p o ns i b i li t y
fo r t h e H e a lt hy D e v e l o p m e nt o f G e n d e r
and S exuality within Society

This course is based on deepening our
understanding of the esoteric development
of the masculine and feminine forces within
the human race and how we can best
support the healthy unfolding of these forces
through individual development.
We will explore how to perceive the others
individual capacities by understanding child
development and the influence of the collective
astral body of the community at various
stages of development. This will lead to
knowledge of how to work with adults to overcome imbalances and unfold greater freedom.

The esoteric wisdom shows how, through the
harmony of the masculine and feminine forces
and the development of the characteristics
that stream through individual capacities, an
individual has greater freedom to be creative
in life and contribute to the new community
forms around gender and sexuality that are
essential for healthy progression.

R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

Lisa Romero is a Complementary Health
Practitioner, Adult Educator (since 1993) and
an author on inner development. The primary
focus of her work over the last ten years has
been on both teaching Inner Development
and Anthroposophical Meditation. Through the
Inner Work Path, Lisa offers lectures, courses
and retreats for personal and professional
development worldwide. Her published books
(Steiner Books) includes; The Inner Work Path,
Developing the Self, Living Inner Development
and Sex Education and The Spirit.

With Lisa Romero on Friday 20th to
Sunday 22nd April, 2018 at Emerson College

We will look at how an individuals inner life develops and how external conditioning can divert the
capacities which bring imbalances in the astral
body. Imbalances that an be expressed in
addictions and diversions into unhealthy
behaviour towards ourselves and others.

For me, these were enough reasons to try!

A U T U M N

Lisa's capacity to deliver
esoteric wisdom with insight
and understanding allows
her to meet the diverse needs
of a range of communities
and professions. Essentially,
her work springs from the
inner work, meditation and
exercises, together with
a dedication to the path
of unfolding consciousness.

Lisa has been a lecturer of Health and
Nutrition as well as Male/Female studies and
inner development at Sydney Rudolf Steiner
College for many years and has been presenting
the subjects of; gender, sexuality and spiritual
life. She has contributed to, and is an adviser
on, Health and Personal Development for the
Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework.
Lisa designed and facilitated EduCareDo—
Towards Health and Healing which offers an
eight year course for therapists from all
modalities, as well as Waldorf teachers. The
course aims to cultivating the depth of
anthroposophical insight with practical applications of therapeutic and pedagogical methods.
She is a contributor, tutor and director of Inner
Work Path, EduCareDo, Developing the Self
Developing the World and the Y Project.

Fo r m o r e i nf o r m a t i o n p l e a s e v i s i t h e r w e b s it e
w w w. i n ne r w o rk p a t h . co m

public, employers and commissioners.
I

If you share these values, we’d be delighted
to welcome you as a member. You’ll be joining

I: Victim and Creator of my Biography

around 44,000 other counselling and

With Anita Charton on Friday 28th to
Sunday 30th September, 2018

psychotherapy practitioners and organisations in
helping to raise standards, promote public safety
and make our professional voice heard.
Whether you’re just starting out as a student or are
an experienced therapist, we can help guide and
support you through your career with
professional development, expert
guidance, networking opportunities
and many more membership benefits.
Find out about joining the BACP

—

V I C T I M

A N D

C R E A T O R

We will explore the dynamics of our soul life as
we encounter it when dealing with our life themes.
To strengthen our ‘I’, both in understanding and
in working with the challenges that our life presents.
There will be content contributions, individual
work, work in small groups with material from
our own biographies and movement.
Anita is a Biographical Counsellor, Coach,
teacher, mentor and Psychotherapist with over
thirty years of experience in working with
Biography in Trainings, Institutions and in
private practice.
She lives and practices in Cambridge (UK) and
works as a mentor for several Biography Trainings
as well as teaching/holding seminars in many

“We will explore the dynamics
of our soul life as we
encounter it when dealing
with our life themes.”

O F

M Y

B I O G R A P H Y

different countries to include; UK, Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, Spain, South Africa,
Sweden, USA and Brazil, on her own and also
with colleagues. She came across Biography
Work in 1984. At the time she was also a
leading psychologist at an Anthroposophical
Rehabilitation Centre for Addiction in Germany.
Since 1991 she has been working with individual
and group Biography as well as directing
various Biographical Training Courses to
include; the first Training in Biographical
Counselling at the Centre for Social
Development and the Biography and Social
Development Trust (both in the UK).
Between 2002 and 2004 she co-directed two
trainings in Switzerland. An Applied Biography
training (Bern) and a Biographical Coaching
(Arlesheim).

An i t a C h a rt o n w w w . a n it a c ha rt o n. c h
Fo r fur the r inf or matio n o n PABC wo rksho ps ple as e ema il; pa bc @ma il .co m
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D I A R Y

O F

F O R T H C O M I N G

Biography as a Path of Development
Three evening talks with Julia Dvinskaya at
7pm at St. Michael Steiner School, London
• 19th October: An overview of the Life Phases,
Planetary Influences, Turning Points and
Developing Process in Human Biography.
• 16th November: The Twelve Senses.
The First Three Life Phases and the role these
years play in our later relationships.
• 18th January 2018: To be determined by the
wishes of the above 2 lecture’s content & group.
E ve n i n g ta l ks a t R u do l f S te i n e r Ho u s e , L o n do n .
• 7th November: Resetting our Inner Compass,
by David McGavin
• 9th November: Working Wisely with Love
and Power by Deborah Ravetz
• 16th November: Seven Life Stages: Meeting
the Challenges of your 20’s to 40’s
by Jane Chase
• 23 rd November: Karma—Streams Woven
Through Time by Alex Wright
For further information visit: www.rsh.anth.org.uk
Learning to Think Life, to Know the Etheric World
with Drs. Broder von Laue & James Dyson.
• 25th—26th November 2017
Studying lectures ‘Therapeutic Insights’ (GA 205)
• 17th—18th March 2018
Understanding the laws of the Four Elements
is the bridge between the Physical and Spiritual
Worlds (Lecture 2). Embryonic development and
its connection with hallucination, fantasia
and true Imagination (Lecture 3)
• Two further workshops in June and
September 2018.
Venue and booking: Emerson College
Contact: Dr. Jeczmien on pablojex@outlook.com
Important to have read each lecture before the
seminar.
The Study in the Course to Young Doctors,
at Blackthorn, Kent, is open to Doctors,
Counsellors and Therapists.
• 3rd—4th February 2018
Contact: Tina at tina.mcgavin@googlemail.com
The new Anthroposophical Psychotherapy
training commencing in March 2018
www.emerson.org.uk/anthroposophicpsychotherapy
Understanding Our Communal Responsibility
for the Healthy Development of Gender
and Sexuality within Society
Lisa Romero
• 20th—22nd April 2018
Emerson College
Contact: the PABC at pabc@mail.com
I—Victim and Creator of my Biography
Anita Charton
• 28th—30th September 2018
Venue to be confirmed
Contact: the PABC at pabc@mail.com
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E V E N T S

We have a few copies of ‘Self and Society’ Vol. 45
‘Rudolf Steiner and the Psychological Therapies’ for sale at
£6.00. With the following articles
• Addressing Materialism and Illusion in Anthroposophic
Psychotherapy by Henriette Dekkers-Appel and John Lees.
• The man who did not wish to come to Earth.
A case study by Caroline Barnes and John Lees.
• Biographical Counselling: Attending to Experience,
Awakening to Destiny by Margli Matthews.
• Understanding Anxiety and Working with Anxiety in
Biographical Counselling by Julia Dvinskaya.
If y ou wou ld l ik e a
copy at £6
• Love and Hate as Soul Phenomena by David Tresemer.
ple as e c ont a ct ;
• Psychophonetics, Rudolf Steiner and the Psychological
Ch ri st i na Li ne s
Therapies:
lines.christina@gmail.com
Part I by Robin Steele and interviewed by Richard House.
or tel . 0 7800 505 796
• Psychology for Heart and Soul: Where Rudolf Steiner was going
by Robert Sardello
The next issue of Self
• Reflections on the first year of a critical
and S ociet y is co ming
Psychotherapy Supervision Collective by various contributors.
out soon.
• Exploring the Dynamics of Complaints by Robin Shohet
• A way of Knowing in Search of our True Identity
by Haward M. Fox

Anthroposophic
Psychotherapy
A three-year, part-time course

In psychotherapy, psychopathology & psychosomatics

Awaken

Heal

Transform

our self-healing
potential

increasing levels of
human suffering

the psycho-social effects
of materialism

Gain a deep understanding of psychological, psychosomatic and
psychiatric problems and practical methods to deal with them.
7-.6 -&6 -&) & 453+382) .14&(7 237 320; 7-* :&; $ :35/ :.7- (0.*276
'87 &063 0.+* .2 ,*2*5&0" $ +**0 9*5; ,5&7*+80 .264.5*) &2) 137.9&7*)
This internationally-successful, research-led, post-qualifying course will extend
the training of psychotherapists, counsellors, clinical psychologists, counselling
psychologists and psychiatrists.

9&5.*) 7&0*27*) )**40; 453+*66.32&0 5*6*&5(-!'&6*) """" 7*&(-.2, 67;0*6
Inspired by the spiritual scientific research of Rudolf Steiner, the course was
designed by Ad and Henriette Dekkers and has now been adapted for the
English-speaking therapy world. It provides opportunities for personal and
professional transformation and views individual healing as essential for social
healing. It will consist of nine long weekend interactive seminars plus eight
interim seminars over three years.

%-.6 .6 & 9*5; 6*5.386 (311.71*27#
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Ideal
for qualified
psychological therapists who want to develop
a holistic bio-psycho-social-spiritual practice.

